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In this study, we consider dynamics of maxwellian electron cloud with the temperature significantly exceeding
that of surrounding plasma. We investigate the transition from initially free electron propagation to a quasilinear
one. We show qualitatively and quantitatively that only a small part of the cloud propagates into a plasma, whereas
the main part of electrons is concentrated in the place of injection. These electrons turn out to be locked by the
Langmuir turbulence generated by the electrons left that region.
1. Introduction
The propagation of the electron stream through
plasma has been widely discussed [1-10]. The interest to
this problem is stimulated by different astrophysical
applications (activity induced by particle beams in the
Earth ionosphere, in the solar corona, pulsar
magnetospheres, etc.). The difficulty of the problem
originates from the fact that electrons generate
Langmuir waves, which influence on electron
propagation [9,10]. If the consideration is carried out in
the framework of weak turbulence theory, when the
level of Langmuir waves generated is quite low
2)(/ DknTW λ<  ( n , T  are the density and the
temperature of surrounding plasma, Dλ  is Debye
radius, k  is a wave number), then analytical results as
well as numerical solutions of the kinetic equations
point out that electrons can propagate at large distances
being a source of Langmuir turbulence. An analytical
solution of the problem when in the injection place
electron distribution function had 0/ >∂∂ vf  was
found in [11]. Later in [14] analytical and numerical
solutions of the initial problem for 0/ >∂∂ vf  was
derived. In both cases the solution is a beam-plasma
structure. It consists of  electrons and plasmons  and
moves at a constant velocity. The method used in
[11,14] for finding the solution based on the smallness
of quasilinear relaxation time in comparison  with the
time of electron propagation. For the first time Ryutov
and Sagdeev [1]  proposed this method at consideration
of the dynamics of maxwellian electron cloud
propagation. They supposed that electron propagation
would be self-similar at large distances and big times.
There were some doubts [9,10,12]  because at the initial
moment  0/ <∂∂ vf  and at first electrons propagate
freely. Only in some time when fast electrons overtake
slow ones a positive derivative vf ∂∂ /  is appeared and
quasilinear relaxation begins. So free propagation of
electrons defines the next stage.
In this study numerically and analytically dynamics
of electron maxwellian cloud are considered beginning
from the free propagation. It was found that there were
some electrons groups that propagate in plasma in diffe-
rent regimes. Among them we recognize electrons with
low density that propagate in the form of beam-plasma
structure and the main part of electrons “locked” by
Langmuir turbulance generated with the left electrons.
2. Free and quasilinier electron propagation
Let the fast cloud electrons have the maxwellian
distribution function at the initial moment 0=t
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where d  is the cloud size, 0n , 0v  are the density and
the thermal velocity of the fast electrons, and
Tevv >>0  is the thermal velocity of plasma electrons.
For estimations and numerical simulations we take the
following parameters: 38106 −×= cmn , KTe 610= ,
( scmvTe /104
8×= ), 
3
0 2000
−
= cmn , scmv /10100 = ;
cmd 9103×= . In the scope of the weak turbulence
theory, the one-dimensional electron distribution
function, ),,( txvf , and the one-dimensional spectral
energy density of Langmuir waves, ),,( txvW , are
described by the system of the kinetic equations [13]
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Since the initial electron distribution is stable as to
generation of plasma waves, then electrons initially
propagate freely and their distribution evolve following
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For 0>x , there is a positive derivative, vf ∂∂ / , at
the electron distribution function (Fig. 1), because fast
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Fig. 1 Unstable electron distribution function.
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Fig.2 The curves in ),( tx  plane for the three
different velocities 321 vvv >> , where 0/ =∂∂ vf
are below the corresponding curves.
electrons overtake slow ones. One derives the equation
of the curve separating regions with 0/ >∂∂ vf  and
0/ <∂∂ vf  [12]
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from 0/ =∂∂ vf  and (4). Note, that positive derivative
can be only for 0>x , and therefore, propagation of
electrons is free in the region 0≤x . In Fig. 2 curves
are presented for three different velocities
321 vvv >> . It is obvious that the positive derivative
at a given point $x$ initially appears at small velocities.
The maximum velocity dxvv 2/* 0= , when
0/ >∂∂ vf $, is reached at the moment 00 / vdt = .A
positive derivative means that the condition for the
quasilinear relaxation exists.
Since only a small part of all the particles takes part in
the relaxation, then plateau is said to be formed up to
the velocity ),( txuv = ,
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which is derived from the approximate equality (see
Fig. 1)
),),,((),,0( txtxuftxf ≈ .               (7)
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Fig. 3. Maximum velocity of the plateau electrons
),( txu  Dashed and solid lines are analytical and
numerical results, correspondingly.
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Fig. 4 The curve (11) in ),( tx  plane separating regions
where electrons propagates freely (not striped) and
under relaxation (striped)
Maximum of ),( txu  (at the moment 00 / vdt = )
linearly grows with distance dxvxu /)( 0=  (Fig. 3).
Taking into account (6), the number of relaxing
particles can be estimated as
∫ −=
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Consequently, the quasilinear relaxation time
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 follows substituting the result of
integration from (8)
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where penn ω=τ 00 / . It is natural to consider that the
quasilinear relaxation influences the dynamics of
electron propagation only if ),( txτ  becomes equal to
the electron propagation time, t ,
ttx =τ ),( .                                     (10)
The curve )(tx , where the condition (10) takes place,
is shown in Fig. 4. The long time lengths of the
quasilinear relaxation far and near the injection site are
connected with the fact that in the first case the number
of fast ( 0vv >> ) particles is vanishing, and in the
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second case the number of slow ( 0vv < ) particles is
big. As a result, in both cases, vf ∂∂ /  as well as 'n
turn out to be small.
For large x  the curve )(tx  has an
asymptotic tux 0=  with 



τ
=
0
0
00
2
ln
tvu , and for the
parameters chosen 00 3vu ≈ . Therefore, particles with
velocities 0uv >  mainly do not participate in the
quasilinear relaxation, i.e. they propagate freely. At
small x
dvdxx low /00τ≈<                   (11)
electrons move freely also. At the same time, for
electrons with 0vv ≤  interaction with Langmuir waves
is displayed at the distances comparable with the size of
electron cloud d , at the moment
( ) svdt 04.0/ 3/12020min ≈τ≅ , which corresponds to
dtxx ≈= )( minmin .
Let us consider the most interesting region
dxxlow 3<< , where electron propagation is ruled by
Langmuir waves. After the first stage of free spread,
plateau is formed at the electron distribution function
from 0=v  to ),( mintxuv =  due to quasilinear
relaxation, since mintt ≈ . Further, electrons arrived to a
given point x  have a positive derivative vf ∂∂ /  for
the greater velocities and as a result plateau becomes
wider. As it was mentioned above, its maximum width
dxvxu /)( 0=  will be at 00 / vdt = .
In order to understand what occurs after the moment
00 / vdt =  we need to consider the distribution of
Langmuir turbulence in this region. Since the plateau
height is
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 the spectral energy density follows
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where ∫ −
π
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dxxxerf
0
2 )exp(2)(  is the
probability integral. Taking into account (13) one
derives the spatial distribution of wave energy
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and its maximum is close to d7.1 . In comparison to
the distribution of particle energy
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one concludes that Langmuir turbulence is placed
deeper in a plasma.
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Fig. 5 The energy density of Langmuir waves (14) and
electrons (15). Dashes (solid) lines correspond to
theoretical (numerical) results.
The turbulence excited near d7.1  drastically
influences the electron spread. Two groups of electrons
are formed: the particles, whose propagation is ruled by
Langmuir turbulence, and those that pass through this
region without essential interaction with the turbulence.
Electrons with velocities greater than maximum plateau
velocity at this point 07.1)7.1( vdxuv ==> , are
related to the latter group. Generally, this value should
be considered to be the low limit, because the high level
of Langmuir turbulence exists for dx 7.1> , where
)(xu  is greater, and therefore the real velocity must be
slightly more. This fact is also supported by the
numerical solution (Fig. 5).
The density of particles with velocity 07.1 vv >
can be estimated as
∫∞ ≈==≈
07.1
005.0)0,0,(*
v
ndvtxvfn        (23)
and consequently only after the moment pennt ω= */
these particles begin to relax, but it happens at distances
dx 7.1> . Later electrons with greater velocities (up to
0uv = ) are added to these particles. Plateau from
0≈v  to 0uv ≈  is formed at their distribution
function. The electrons are accompanied with Langmuir
waves and together they form beam-plasma structure
[11,14,15].
What happens with the electrons whose velocity is
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less than 07.1 v ? If there were not Langmuir waves,
those electrons could propagate freely due to
0/ ≈∂∂ vf . Again, the fast electrons would overtake
the slow ones and the positive derivative vf ∂∂ /
would appear. But the derivative is small and therefore
free propagation continues till it will become great
enough to start quasilinear relaxation. However,
Langmuir turbulence presence in this region completely
changes the dynamics. As soon as 0/ >∂∂ vf , process
of relaxation starts ( 1−∝τ W ) and the electron
distribution function becomes flatter, i.e. electrons slow
down immediately. This means that Langmuir
turbulence “locks” electrons within the region,
dx 7.1< .
If processes leading to a decrease in the level of
Langmuir turbulence are taken into consideration, the
conditions for separation of the next small part of
electrons appears. Since the maximum velocity of the
electrons locked is 0max 7.1 vv ≤ , then it is clear that
the velocity of the next group is less than that of the first
one. As a result beam-plasma structures propagate into a
plasma one by one with declining velocity.
3. Numerical solution of quasilinear
equations
The numerical solution [18] of the kinetic equations (2,
3) has been conducted for the case when at the initial
moment a cloud of maxwellian electrons is determined
by (1), and the spectral energy density is uniform and
equals
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We performed our calculations for the parameters
presented in the previous section. The results of
numerical simulations are presented in fig. 3, 5-8.
Generally, they support the conclusions of the
qualitative consideration in the previous section. Indeed,
at the moment svdt 1/ 00 ≈=  a group of electrons
separates from the main part (Fig. 8). The full
separation is considered to be at the moment st 5.1=
(Fig. 5).For dx 3< (Fig. 6) plateau is formed at the
electron distribution function as a result of electron
interaction with Langmuir waves. The plateau height
rapidly declines with x , but the plateau maximum
velocity linearly grows with distance (Fig. 3), that was
predicted by the qualitative consideration. Congruent
agreement is found for the energy density distribution of
electrons and plasma waves (Fig. 5). During the
numerical simulations, a fact of “locking” takes place
after st 0.1=  and the distribution of electrons near the
initial site seems to be steady till the end of the
simulations st 10= .
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Fig. 6 The electron density at st 02.1=
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Fig.7 The electron density at st 5.1= .
4. Conclusion
 So we see that four groups of electrons can be
recognized in the initially maxwelliam cloud. Electrons
with velocity
03vv >  propagate in plasma without quasilinear
relaxation because of smallness of their density that
yields nonequality t>τ . The next group of electrons
with velocity 00 37.1 vvv <<  moves in plasma in the
form of beam-plasma structure. For them equality
t≤τ  is fulfilled. A further group is concentrated in the
site dxxlow 3<< . These electrons are “locked” by
Langmuir turbulance generated by the previous group.
At every point plateau is formed  at electron distribution
function because of interaction with Langmuir waves.
At last there are electrons (at lowxx < ) that has
negative derivative vf ∂∂ / and for this reason they
move freely. Thus our results show that self-similar
solution [1] is not realized.
According to observations of sporadic solar radio
emission fast electrons propagate out of flare site as
isolated beams. Problem of their formation is very
important [9] for understanding both beam radiation and
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flare phenomenon. In the scope of our consideration we
see that for appearance of beams it is enough there was
cloud of hot electrons somewhere. In the time equals
0/3 vd a small group of electrons with velocity 02v≈
separates from the cloud and moves into plasma.
Because this group of electrons is accompanied by
Langmuir waves there is an opportunity to radiate with
plasma mechanism.
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Fig. 8 The electron distribution function at st 5.1=  at
different x.
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